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Charles's Qualities
tough, sure, audacious, knows their own mind, explorative, resourceful, makes things happen, determined, self assured,
enterprising, measured, conservative, likes detail, can be evasive, exact, creative, impatient, demonstrative, hyper
Charles's Foundations
Creative if the topic interests him
Competitive in his area of interest
Naturally analyses information
Logical in approach
A direct communicator
Personal Statement
Charles is a naturally creative student who has both a drive to compete/achieve
and an innate need to ensure correctness. Charles has the ability to assess unique
solutions to a problem. Not being people-oriented, he is able to put forward ideas
without needing the approval of others or work in a close group environment.
Being quite assertive and intense, he is reluctant to yield his ideas just to avoid
confrontation. He tends to be a perfectionist and tries hard to avoid mistakes.
Charles is not naturally sociable and is selective as to whom he calls a friend.
Charles may find it difficult to relax or even trust people until they have proven
themselves. It is important to realise that this restless person needs room to move
and a learning environment which will allow him time to investigate and create. He
should have as much freedom as possible to solve problems or make decisions in
his own time frame. Charles has a need to be respected for his ability to produce or
achieve accurate, practical or worthwhile outcomes. A shrewd decision maker;
Charles prefers people around him who are committed to excellence.
Charles has a naturally analytical approach, he also needs to gain some practical
result from his learning, so is therefore motivated to learn by the opportunity to
gain knowledge, prestige and achieve a practical outcome from the assignment.
Complex assignments and achieving a meaningful result are also extremely
important. There should be clear guidelines, and preferably no sudden or abrupt
changes in the work direction.
Charles’s ideal tutor will be a direct but democratic coach, who sets clear objectives
and timescales in a logical and systematic manner. Charles prefers an exact
assignment description, preferably given in writing.
Things That Charles Is Likely To Do Well
Making decisions using logic
Concentrating on detail
Making sure standards are maintained
Working with high personal standards
Acting once realistic timescales are agreed and set
What Charles Has To Offer
Charles is a naturally detailed and creative person who likes to be in control of a situation. He will research subjects of
interest and will usually have lots of projects on the go at once.
Positive study skills are his flair and creativity with the ability to tackle complex problems.
Areas to develop with the tutor could include personal reflection and listening or working with others.
The values that Charles is most capable of contributing to any organisation are vested in his ability to push for a practical
and original result in an area of specialist knowledge. He also has the ability to think strategically and solve problems
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creatively. Charles is logical and analytical. This coupled with his powerful personality, will add value by using these
behavioural characteristics to ensure a meaningful outcome for any organisation. The career path which Charles ultimately
chooses will benefit from these qualities.
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